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Boat BuildingSimplifiedBeing a Practical Guide to the “ASHCROFT”Method of Building Rowing,
Sailingand Motor Boats.By the lateHERBERT J. ASHCROFTA. THE FINISHED
DINGHY.CONTENTS.CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTORYCHAPTER II. THE FRAMECHAPTER III.
PLANKINGCHAPTER IV. REMAINING WORKCHAPTER V. MISCELLANEOUS
NOTESCHAPTER VI. DIAGONAL PLANKINGBoat Building SimplifiedBYthe late HERBERT J.
ASHCROFT.CHAPTER I.INTRODUCTORYWORKROOM.—The present editor built the first of
his boats in a bedroom, the second in an attic, and the third in a shed. Any place inside of
suitable size or (provided it is or can be sufficiently covered and lighted) in the open, will answer.
The average dinghy is not deep and, carried on its side, will pass through any ordinary door or
passage.The space required will be at least four feet longer and four feet wider than the
proposed boat, exclusive of width of bench.Bench.—Useful but not vital. It is, however, easy to
make a rough one, or you can often buy one second-hand or get one knocked up at an old
timber yard for a few shillings. It is well worth while.Tools.—A screwdriver, saw, hammer, small
plane, oil stone, spirit level, a few drills (best to buy a Miller’s Fall tool), spokeshave, cutting
pliers, bevel and a couple of chisels are probably all that are essential. Some tools (e.g., bow-
saw or key-hole saw) can be borrowed as occasion requires. Some cheap metal clamps are
desirable. A dozen wooden clamps and wedges are essential and must be made as explained
hereafter. Keep your cutting tools well sharpened and oiled. The best rule is to sharpen little but
often. Blunt tools not only involve more trouble but often spoil good material. A vice is
desirable.Terms.—For the sake of the novice, I explain the following:—Stocks.—The fixed base
on which the boat frame rests while building until the planking-up is finished.Moulds.—The
shaped wooden frames made full size from plan to the section of the boat at intervals which
frames are firmly secured across the stocks. The boat is built round these frames in order to
ensure the right size and shape. The moulds are knocked out after the boat is planked-up. (See
p. 7).Keel.—The strip of hard wood (about 4 ins. wide in the boat to be described) running along
outside the bottom centre of the boat from end to end. This is put on after planking-up.Keelson.—
A similar strip running inside the bottom of the boat. The planking or skin of the boat is fastened
diagonally to the keelson plank by plank, and finally the keel is fastened through the planking to
the keelson.Beam.—The extreme width of the boat.Stem.—The main timber forming a pointed
bow.Apron.—A piece of hardwood fastened behind and to the stem to give additional strength
and a better bearing for the ends of the stringers and gunwales.Skeg.—The triangular piece of
wood fitted aft underneath along the centre of the flat keel from ’midship to stern to act as a deep
keel and help the boat to keep a straight course.Gunwales.—These are the broad strakes of
wood—one pair on each side of the boat—between each of which pairs the ends of the planks
are housed. The gunwales go round the top of the boat from bow to stern.Gunwale Capping.—
Two thin strips of wood fastened over the top of the gunwale strakes to hide the plank ends—one
strip on each side of the boat.Stringers.—These form the permanent ribs of the boat and consist



of six long strips of wood running at intervals from stem to sternboard on each side of the boat.
They rest in joggles or notches cut out of the moulds, and form, together with the keelson, the
framework over which the double planking is laid diagonally and to which the planking is
nailed.Planking.—The skin of the boat—put on diagonally in two parallel layers—inner and outer
planks.Riser.—The first stringer on each side of the boat next to the gunwales. They are slightly
larger than the remaining stringers because eventually the thwarts rest on and are screwed to
them.Thwart.—The name given to any seat in a boat—bow thwart, mid or main-thwart, stern-
thwart.Spline.—A flexible wood, celluloid or other strip used in drawing curves.Knee.—A
triangular piece of wood for holding fast together two other pieces of wood—e.g., to fasten stem
and gunwales forward (called the breast-hook), gunwales and sternboard aft (called quarter-
knees), also thwarts to gunwales and sternboard to keelson.Rabbet (or Rebate).—A groove cut
in one piece of wood to house another piece of wood, e.g., along the stem to house the
planking.Joggle.—A notch cut in one piece of wood to permit of the insertion of another piece of
wood.Stem Dinghy.—One with a pointed bow.Pram Dinghy.—One having a flat semi-circular
bow, something like the stern-board (or transom) but much smaller, and sloping about 45
degrees to the water.To Clench a Nail.—First note that the hole bored must be smaller than the
nail so that the nail fits fairly tightly. After drilling the hole and driving the head flush, turn the
projecting end over so as to form a staple and, while a helper holds a heavy iron against the
head, drive the point over into the wood. It is not enough to turn the end at right angles. The point
also must be curved over so as to re-pierce the wood if clenching is to be effective. Clench with
the grain and not across it. Personally I turn the points over, before clenching, with round-nosed
pliers. It saves time in the long run, and makes a better job for the novice.To Rivet Copper Nails
Over Burs or Roves or Rooves.—Drill your hole smaller than the nail, and drive the nail fully in.
Put the roove over the point, and, while a helper holds a heavy iron against the head, drive the
roove on as far as it will go by means of the rooving-iron. Cut off the part of the nail projecting
beyond the roove with cutting pliers, leaving about 1/16 in. Then, while the helper again holds
the iron weight against the head, tap the projecting piece with numerous light taps rather than
blows with a light hammer till it spreads nicely over the roove. If the weight is not firmly held, the
nail is knocked out backwards—and heavy blows tend to bend the nail. Do not be afraid to cut
off close to the roove. If you leave too much stump to rivet it will go sideways. A proper riveting
hammer (called a “ball-paned” hammer) has one end rounded instead of flat, but though useful,
is not essential. Do not use rooves smaller than 3/8 in. diameter.Rooving Iron.—A small punch
made for the purpose. It is a piece of iron about 3 ins. long and 3/8 in. in diameter, with a hole
drilled in one end. You can either buy this or easily make one out of a small piece of, say, 3/8 in.
gas-piping plugged with hardwood. After plugging, bore a small hole about 1 in. up into the
centre of the wood core.Screwing.—It may help a novice to say that in screwing two pieces of
wood together the hole bored in the upper or outer piece should be large enough for the screw
almost to drop into, the hole in the inner or under piece being drilled with a finer bit. Drill first to
full depth with the finer drill (size equal to “core” of screw thread) and afterwards to the less



depth with the larger drill (size of “shank” of screw). In soft wood the finer hole need not be of
such diameter nor so deep as in hard wood. In pine or deal a screw will find its way through even
unbored wood. In oak or American elm it will not do so, and therefore holes in hardwoods must
always be adequately bored—especially as brass screws and copper nails are used, which are
soft. Always well grease any screw before driving—with iron screws to prevent rusting and ease
friction—with brass screws to prevent breaking also. It is very easy to break a brass screw in
oak, and is most annoying. Always keep a grease-pot handy and dip the drills into it before
drilling as well as all screws. A cake of good soap is sometimes a convenient subsitute for
grease. Also always countersink in hardwood for head of screw, and even in soft wood if near the
end of a plank, to avoid splitting. Do not screw too tight—leave off when reasonably tight.Luting
Mixture.—To make the boat waterproof a special putty mixture is liberally applied between the
inner and outer plankings. It is also essential to lute every other joint vulnerable to access of
water, and as these other joints are usually more vulnerable than the planking, e.g., the stem
rabbet, and where the planking covers the sternboard, a better and stronger luting mixture
consisting of boiled linseed oil and white lead is used. An airtight tin of this should be kept
always handy—of a consistency approaching that of clotted cream. A little red lead (powder) can
be added to any part of this mixture just before using to help quicker drying and even also a
small quantity of varnish.Instead of luting with this mixture over caulking cotton (where specified
hereafter), it may be found easier to use a stiffish mixture of Stockholm tar and best Kapok. The
latter is obtainable from any good class working upholsterer. (The best way to get tar off the
hands is to use Naphtha).Remember that your boat is liable to get wet not only from water
without but from rain within, and all places you cannot readily get at should be well preserved,
e.g., the end fastenings of the stringers, risers, and gunwales, by means of luting, and in other
ways hereafter referred to as the work proceeds.Choice of Size and Design.—Plans of boats of
all kinds can be found in Dixon Kemp’s Manual of Yacht and Boat Sailing, or in back numbers of
Yachting Monthly. The former book is in many Public Reference Libraries, to which there is free
access, and contains much useful and interesting information.Another useful book of reference
(now, unfortunately, out of print), is Linton Hope’s “Small Boat Construction.”Ashcroft boats have
been built from 4 foot models to 3 ton cabin sloops. The system is economical, well adapted for
single-handed work and involves no expensive tools or plant.The boat I have elected to describe
building is a 10 ft. long stem-dinghy, and photo B and those on cover and flyleaf are taken from
one I have just built, showing the finished boat.Whatever boat you decide to build you should get
plans giving particulars as in those hereinafter shown.Length of Time.—If one has one’s ordinary
work in the daytime, I estimate that to build a boat takes an amateur about six months of spare
time to do the job comfortably. I like to begin in October, start planking before Christmas, and
finish the boat about Whitsun—one of the most absorbing, enjoyable and healthy winter jobs I
know. But try and get a congenial mate to work with you if you can—even if he knows no more
about the work than you do. It is a great solace, halves any difficulties you may encounter, and
doubles your pleasure. Also you will thereby help to spread the gospel of amateur



boatbuilding.Warnings.—Beware of undue haste. It is so easy to spoil the boat for a ha’porth of
trouble—or for the sake of a few pence. Be as careful then as you can throughout. The two
things to ensure in building the boat are:—(1) To keep to the right shape. To effect this after your
moulds are cut correctly according to your plan, the whole of the framing must be fixed and kept
rigid, horizontal and vertical, and the keelson stringers and gunwales kept touching the moulds
until the planking is finished.(2) To make it watertight. Take special care by luting, marine glue,
careful nailing, etc., as explained later, to keep water out wherever it would be likely to get into
the boat or into the wood.Material.—This to some extent depends on what you can afford to
spend. The materials for this boat cost me about £12. The planking, for instance, can be of either
teak or spruce—to take two extremes. In ordering your planking, you could ask for alternative
estimates and then judge. So much depends on the means and intentions of the builder. The
spruce planking will, however, make a thoroughly good boat provided the timber is well
seasoned, sound and free from knots and shakes, and provided you keep your boat well
painted, varnished and tarred. I have used it in three boats.All the other parts must be of
hardwood, though there is considerable choice even here.Before driving a nail or putting a screw
into hardwood, you must first drill a hole of the proper size as already said. When you buy
copper nails the ironmonger will know the right size of drill, i.e., one slightly smaller than the nail.
If you do not drill you either split the wood or ruin a copper nail or brass screw.POSITION FOR
BUILDING.—A small boat like this is usually set up and built bottom upwards, as the illustrations
show, until the planking is finished, and that is the method of building I am proposing to describe.
It is easier for amateurs.After planking is finished and the keel fitted the boat is carefully removed
from the stocks and turned over carefully and the breast hook and quarter knees fitted. Lashings
can then be removed and the moulds knocked out, and you can handle the boat with impunity
thereafter, while putting on bilge rails, rubbing strakes, thwarts, gunwale capping, bottom boards
and generally finishing off. The stocks and moulds are no longer required, and the boat can
safely be put anyhow, anywhere.Boat BuildingSimplifiedBeing a Practical Guide to the
“ASHCROFT”Method of Building Rowing, Sailingand Motor Boats.By the lateHERBERT J.
ASHCROFTBoat BuildingSimplifiedBeing a Practical Guide to the “ASHCROFT”Method of
Building Rowing, Sailingand Motor Boats.By the lateHERBERT J. ASHCROFTA. THE FINISHED
DINGHY.A. THE FINISHED DINGHY.CONTENTS.CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTORYCHAPTER II.
THE FRAMECHAPTER III. PLANKINGCHAPTER IV. REMAINING WORKCHAPTER V.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTESCHAPTER VI. DIAGONAL PLANKINGCONTENTS.CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTORYCHAPTER II. THE FRAMECHAPTER III. PLANKINGCHAPTER IV.
REMAINING WORKCHAPTER V. MISCELLANEOUS NOTESCHAPTER VI. DIAGONAL
PLANKINGBoat Building SimplifiedBYthe late HERBERT J. ASHCROFT.CHAPTER
I.INTRODUCTORYWORKROOM.—The present editor built the first of his boats in a bedroom,
the second in an attic, and the third in a shed. Any place inside of suitable size or (provided it is
or can be sufficiently covered and lighted) in the open, will answer. The average dinghy is not
deep and, carried on its side, will pass through any ordinary door or passage.The space



required will be at least four feet longer and four feet wider than the proposed boat, exclusive of
width of bench.Bench.—Useful but not vital. It is, however, easy to make a rough one, or you can
often buy one second-hand or get one knocked up at an old timber yard for a few shillings. It is
well worth while.Tools.—A screwdriver, saw, hammer, small plane, oil stone, spirit level, a few
drills (best to buy a Miller’s Fall tool), spokeshave, cutting pliers, bevel and a couple of chisels
are probably all that are essential. Some tools (e.g., bow-saw or key-hole saw) can be borrowed
as occasion requires. Some cheap metal clamps are desirable. A dozen wooden clamps and
wedges are essential and must be made as explained hereafter. Keep your cutting tools well
sharpened and oiled. The best rule is to sharpen little but often. Blunt tools not only involve more
trouble but often spoil good material. A vice is desirable.Terms.—For the sake of the novice, I
explain the following:—Stocks.—The fixed base on which the boat frame rests while building
until the planking-up is finished.Moulds.—The shaped wooden frames made full size from plan
to the section of the boat at intervals which frames are firmly secured across the stocks. The
boat is built round these frames in order to ensure the right size and shape. The moulds are
knocked out after the boat is planked-up. (See p. 7).Keel.—The strip of hard wood (about 4 ins.
wide in the boat to be described) running along outside the bottom centre of the boat from end
to end. This is put on after planking-up.Keelson.—A similar strip running inside the bottom of the
boat. The planking or skin of the boat is fastened diagonally to the keelson plank by plank, and
finally the keel is fastened through the planking to the keelson.Beam.—The extreme width of the
boat.Stem.—The main timber forming a pointed bow.Apron.—A piece of hardwood fastened
behind and to the stem to give additional strength and a better bearing for the ends of the
stringers and gunwales.Skeg.—The triangular piece of wood fitted aft underneath along the
centre of the flat keel from ’midship to stern to act as a deep keel and help the boat to keep a
straight course.Gunwales.—These are the broad strakes of wood—one pair on each side of the
boat—between each of which pairs the ends of the planks are housed. The gunwales go round
the top of the boat from bow to stern.Gunwale Capping.—Two thin strips of wood fastened over
the top of the gunwale strakes to hide the plank ends—one strip on each side of the
boat.Stringers.—These form the permanent ribs of the boat and consist of six long strips of
wood running at intervals from stem to sternboard on each side of the boat. They rest in joggles
or notches cut out of the moulds, and form, together with the keelson, the framework over which
the double planking is laid diagonally and to which the planking is nailed.Planking.—The skin of
the boat—put on diagonally in two parallel layers—inner and outer planks.Riser.—The first
stringer on each side of the boat next to the gunwales. They are slightly larger than the
remaining stringers because eventually the thwarts rest on and are screwed to them.Thwart.—
The name given to any seat in a boat—bow thwart, mid or main-thwart, stern-thwart.Spline.—A
flexible wood, celluloid or other strip used in drawing curves.Knee.—A triangular piece of wood
for holding fast together two other pieces of wood—e.g., to fasten stem and gunwales forward
(called the breast-hook), gunwales and sternboard aft (called quarter-knees), also thwarts to
gunwales and sternboard to keelson.Rabbet (or Rebate).—A groove cut in one piece of wood to



house another piece of wood, e.g., along the stem to house the planking.Joggle.—A notch cut in
one piece of wood to permit of the insertion of another piece of wood.Stem Dinghy.—One with a
pointed bow.Pram Dinghy.—One having a flat semi-circular bow, something like the stern-board
(or transom) but much smaller, and sloping about 45 degrees to the water.To Clench a Nail.—
First note that the hole bored must be smaller than the nail so that the nail fits fairly tightly. After
drilling the hole and driving the head flush, turn the projecting end over so as to form a staple
and, while a helper holds a heavy iron against the head, drive the point over into the wood. It is
not enough to turn the end at right angles. The point also must be curved over so as to re-pierce
the wood if clenching is to be effective. Clench with the grain and not across it. Personally I turn
the points over, before clenching, with round-nosed pliers. It saves time in the long run, and
makes a better job for the novice.To Rivet Copper Nails Over Burs or Roves or Rooves.—Drill
your hole smaller than the nail, and drive the nail fully in. Put the roove over the point, and, while
a helper holds a heavy iron against the head, drive the roove on as far as it will go by means of
the rooving-iron. Cut off the part of the nail projecting beyond the roove with cutting pliers,
leaving about 1/16 in. Then, while the helper again holds the iron weight against the head, tap
the projecting piece with numerous light taps rather than blows with a light hammer till it spreads
nicely over the roove. If the weight is not firmly held, the nail is knocked out backwards—and
heavy blows tend to bend the nail. Do not be afraid to cut off close to the roove. If you leave too
much stump to rivet it will go sideways. A proper riveting hammer (called a “ball-paned” hammer)
has one end rounded instead of flat, but though useful, is not essential. Do not use rooves
smaller than 3/8 in. diameter.Rooving Iron.—A small punch made for the purpose. It is a piece of
iron about 3 ins. long and 3/8 in. in diameter, with a hole drilled in one end. You can either buy
this or easily make one out of a small piece of, say, 3/8 in. gas-piping plugged with hardwood.
After plugging, bore a small hole about 1 in. up into the centre of the wood core.Screwing.—It
may help a novice to say that in screwing two pieces of wood together the hole bored in the
upper or outer piece should be large enough for the screw almost to drop into, the hole in the
inner or under piece being drilled with a finer bit. Drill first to full depth with the finer drill (size
equal to “core” of screw thread) and afterwards to the less depth with the larger drill (size of
“shank” of screw). In soft wood the finer hole need not be of such diameter nor so deep as in
hard wood. In pine or deal a screw will find its way through even unbored wood. In oak or
American elm it will not do so, and therefore holes in hardwoods must always be adequately
bored—especially as brass screws and copper nails are used, which are soft. Always well
grease any screw before driving—with iron screws to prevent rusting and ease friction—with
brass screws to prevent breaking also. It is very easy to break a brass screw in oak, and is most
annoying. Always keep a grease-pot handy and dip the drills into it before drilling as well as all
screws. A cake of good soap is sometimes a convenient subsitute for grease. Also always
countersink in hardwood for head of screw, and even in soft wood if near the end of a plank, to
avoid splitting. Do not screw too tight—leave off when reasonably tight.Luting Mixture.—To make
the boat waterproof a special putty mixture is liberally applied between the inner and outer



plankings. It is also essential to lute every other joint vulnerable to access of water, and as these
other joints are usually more vulnerable than the planking, e.g., the stem rabbet, and where the
planking covers the sternboard, a better and stronger luting mixture consisting of boiled linseed
oil and white lead is used. An airtight tin of this should be kept always handy—of a consistency
approaching that of clotted cream. A little red lead (powder) can be added to any part of this
mixture just before using to help quicker drying and even also a small quantity of varnish.Instead
of luting with this mixture over caulking cotton (where specified hereafter), it may be found easier
to use a stiffish mixture of Stockholm tar and best Kapok. The latter is obtainable from any good
class working upholsterer. (The best way to get tar off the hands is to use Naphtha).Remember
that your boat is liable to get wet not only from water without but from rain within, and all places
you cannot readily get at should be well preserved, e.g., the end fastenings of the stringers,
risers, and gunwales, by means of luting, and in other ways hereafter referred to as the work
proceeds.Choice of Size and Design.—Plans of boats of all kinds can be found in Dixon Kemp’s
Manual of Yacht and Boat Sailing, or in back numbers of Yachting Monthly. The former book is in
many Public Reference Libraries, to which there is free access, and contains much useful and
interesting information.Another useful book of reference (now, unfortunately, out of print), is
Linton Hope’s “Small Boat Construction.”Ashcroft boats have been built from 4 foot models to 3
ton cabin sloops. The system is economical, well adapted for single-handed work and involves
no expensive tools or plant.The boat I have elected to describe building is a 10 ft. long stem-
dinghy, and photo B and those on cover and flyleaf are taken from one I have just built, showing
the finished boat.Whatever boat you decide to build you should get plans giving particulars as in
those hereinafter shown.Length of Time.—If one has one’s ordinary work in the daytime, I
estimate that to build a boat takes an amateur about six months of spare time to do the job
comfortably. I like to begin in October, start planking before Christmas, and finish the boat about
Whitsun—one of the most absorbing, enjoyable and healthy winter jobs I know. But try and get a
congenial mate to work with you if you can—even if he knows no more about the work than you
do. It is a great solace, halves any difficulties you may encounter, and doubles your pleasure.
Also you will thereby help to spread the gospel of amateur boatbuilding.Warnings.—Beware of
undue haste. It is so easy to spoil the boat for a ha’porth of trouble—or for the sake of a few
pence. Be as careful then as you can throughout. The two things to ensure in building the boat
are:—(1) To keep to the right shape. To effect this after your moulds are cut correctly according
to your plan, the whole of the framing must be fixed and kept rigid, horizontal and vertical, and
the keelson stringers and gunwales kept touching the moulds until the planking is finished.(2) To
make it watertight. Take special care by luting, marine glue, careful nailing, etc., as explained
later, to keep water out wherever it would be likely to get into the boat or into the wood.Material.
—This to some extent depends on what you can afford to spend. The materials for this boat cost
me about £12. The planking, for instance, can be of either teak or spruce—to take two extremes.
In ordering your planking, you could ask for alternative estimates and then judge. So much
depends on the means and intentions of the builder. The spruce planking will, however, make a



thoroughly good boat provided the timber is well seasoned, sound and free from knots and
shakes, and provided you keep your boat well painted, varnished and tarred. I have used it in
three boats.All the other parts must be of hardwood, though there is considerable choice even
here.Before driving a nail or putting a screw into hardwood, you must first drill a hole of the
proper size as already said. When you buy copper nails the ironmonger will know the right size
of drill, i.e., one slightly smaller than the nail. If you do not drill you either split the wood or ruin a
copper nail or brass screw.POSITION FOR BUILDING.—A small boat like this is usually set up
and built bottom upwards, as the illustrations show, until the planking is finished, and that is the
method of building I am proposing to describe. It is easier for amateurs.After planking is finished
and the keel fitted the boat is carefully removed from the stocks and turned over carefully and
the breast hook and quarter knees fitted. Lashings can then be removed and the moulds
knocked out, and you can handle the boat with impunity thereafter, while putting on bilge rails,
rubbing strakes, thwarts, gunwale capping, bottom boards and generally finishing off. The stocks
and moulds are no longer required, and the boat can safely be put anyhow, anywhere.Boat
Building SimplifiedBYthe late HERBERT J. ASHCROFT.CHAPTER
I.INTRODUCTORYWORKROOM.—The present editor built the first of his boats in a bedroom,
the second in an attic, and the third in a shed. Any place inside of suitable size or (provided it is
or can be sufficiently covered and lighted) in the open, will answer. The average dinghy is not
deep and, carried on its side, will pass through any ordinary door or passage.The space
required will be at least four feet longer and four feet wider than the proposed boat, exclusive of
width of bench.Bench.—Useful but not vital. It is, however, easy to make a rough one, or you can
often buy one second-hand or get one knocked up at an old timber yard for a few shillings. It is
well worth while.Tools.—A screwdriver, saw, hammer, small plane, oil stone, spirit level, a few
drills (best to buy a Miller’s Fall tool), spokeshave, cutting pliers, bevel and a couple of chisels
are probably all that are essential. Some tools (e.g., bow-saw or key-hole saw) can be borrowed
as occasion requires. Some cheap metal clamps are desirable. A dozen wooden clamps and
wedges are essential and must be made as explained hereafter. Keep your cutting tools well
sharpened and oiled. The best rule is to sharpen little but often. Blunt tools not only involve more
trouble but often spoil good material. A vice is desirable.Terms.—For the sake of the novice, I
explain the following:—Stocks.—The fixed base on which the boat frame rests while building
until the planking-up is finished.Moulds.—The shaped wooden frames made full size from plan
to the section of the boat at intervals which frames are firmly secured across the stocks. The
boat is built round these frames in order to ensure the right size and shape. The moulds are
knocked out after the boat is planked-up. (See p. 7).Keel.—The strip of hard wood (about 4 ins.
wide in the boat to be described) running along outside the bottom centre of the boat from end
to end. This is put on after planking-up.Keelson.—A similar strip running inside the bottom of the
boat. The planking or skin of the boat is fastened diagonally to the keelson plank by plank, and
finally the keel is fastened through the planking to the keelson.Beam.—The extreme width of the
boat.Stem.—The main timber forming a pointed bow.Apron.—A piece of hardwood fastened



behind and to the stem to give additional strength and a better bearing for the ends of the
stringers and gunwales.Skeg.—The triangular piece of wood fitted aft underneath along the
centre of the flat keel from ’midship to stern to act as a deep keel and help the boat to keep a
straight course.Gunwales.—These are the broad strakes of wood—one pair on each side of the
boat—between each of which pairs the ends of the planks are housed. The gunwales go round
the top of the boat from bow to stern.Gunwale Capping.—Two thin strips of wood fastened over
the top of the gunwale strakes to hide the plank ends—one strip on each side of the
boat.Stringers.—These form the permanent ribs of the boat and consist of six long strips of
wood running at intervals from stem to sternboard on each side of the boat. They rest in joggles
or notches cut out of the moulds, and form, together with the keelson, the framework over which
the double planking is laid diagonally and to which the planking is nailed.Planking.—The skin of
the boat—put on diagonally in two parallel layers—inner and outer planks.Riser.—The first
stringer on each side of the boat next to the gunwales. They are slightly larger than the
remaining stringers because eventually the thwarts rest on and are screwed to them.Thwart.—
The name given to any seat in a boat—bow thwart, mid or main-thwart, stern-thwart.Spline.—A
flexible wood, celluloid or other strip used in drawing curves.Knee.—A triangular piece of wood
for holding fast together two other pieces of wood—e.g., to fasten stem and gunwales forward
(called the breast-hook), gunwales and sternboard aft (called quarter-knees), also thwarts to
gunwales and sternboard to keelson.Rabbet (or Rebate).—A groove cut in one piece of wood to
house another piece of wood, e.g., along the stem to house the planking.Joggle.—A notch cut in
one piece of wood to permit of the insertion of another piece of wood.Stem Dinghy.—One with a
pointed bow.Pram Dinghy.—One having a flat semi-circular bow, something like the stern-board
(or transom) but much smaller, and sloping about 45 degrees to the water.To Clench a Nail.—
First note that the hole bored must be smaller than the nail so that the nail fits fairly tightly. After
drilling the hole and driving the head flush, turn the projecting end over so as to form a staple
and, while a helper holds a heavy iron against the head, drive the point over into the wood. It is
not enough to turn the end at right angles. The point also must be curved over so as to re-pierce
the wood if clenching is to be effective. Clench with the grain and not across it. Personally I turn
the points over, before clenching, with round-nosed pliers. It saves time in the long run, and
makes a better job for the novice.To Rivet Copper Nails Over Burs or Roves or Rooves.—Drill
your hole smaller than the nail, and drive the nail fully in. Put the roove over the point, and, while
a helper holds a heavy iron against the head, drive the roove on as far as it will go by means of
the rooving-iron. Cut off the part of the nail projecting beyond the roove with cutting pliers,
leaving about 1/16 in. Then, while the helper again holds the iron weight against the head, tap
the projecting piece with numerous light taps rather than blows with a light hammer till it spreads
nicely over the roove. If the weight is not firmly held, the nail is knocked out backwards—and
heavy blows tend to bend the nail. Do not be afraid to cut off close to the roove. If you leave too
much stump to rivet it will go sideways. A proper riveting hammer (called a “ball-paned” hammer)
has one end rounded instead of flat, but though useful, is not essential. Do not use rooves



smaller than 3/8 in. diameter.Rooving Iron.—A small punch made for the purpose. It is a piece of
iron about 3 ins. long and 3/8 in. in diameter, with a hole drilled in one end. You can either buy
this or easily make one out of a small piece of, say, 3/8 in. gas-piping plugged with hardwood.
After plugging, bore a small hole about 1 in. up into the centre of the wood core.Screwing.—It
may help a novice to say that in screwing two pieces of wood together the hole bored in the
upper or outer piece should be large enough for the screw almost to drop into, the hole in the
inner or under piece being drilled with a finer bit. Drill first to full depth with the finer drill (size
equal to “core” of screw thread) and afterwards to the less depth with the larger drill (size of
“shank” of screw). In soft wood the finer hole need not be of such diameter nor so deep as in
hard wood. In pine or deal a screw will find its way through even unbored wood. In oak or
American elm it will not do so, and therefore holes in hardwoods must always be adequately
bored—especially as brass screws and copper nails are used, which are soft. Always well
grease any screw before driving—with iron screws to prevent rusting and ease friction—with
brass screws to prevent breaking also. It is very easy to break a brass screw in oak, and is most
annoying. Always keep a grease-pot handy and dip the drills into it before drilling as well as all
screws. A cake of good soap is sometimes a convenient subsitute for grease. Also always
countersink in hardwood for head of screw, and even in soft wood if near the end of a plank, to
avoid splitting. Do not screw too tight—leave off when reasonably tight.Luting Mixture.—To make
the boat waterproof a special putty mixture is liberally applied between the inner and outer
plankings. It is also essential to lute every other joint vulnerable to access of water, and as these
other joints are usually more vulnerable than the planking, e.g., the stem rabbet, and where the
planking covers the sternboard, a better and stronger luting mixture consisting of boiled linseed
oil and white lead is used. An airtight tin of this should be kept always handy—of a consistency
approaching that of clotted cream. A little red lead (powder) can be added to any part of this
mixture just before using to help quicker drying and even also a small quantity of varnish.Instead
of luting with this mixture over caulking cotton (where specified hereafter), it may be found easier
to use a stiffish mixture of Stockholm tar and best Kapok. The latter is obtainable from any good
class working upholsterer. (The best way to get tar off the hands is to use Naphtha).Remember
that your boat is liable to get wet not only from water without but from rain within, and all places
you cannot readily get at should be well preserved, e.g., the end fastenings of the stringers,
risers, and gunwales, by means of luting, and in other ways hereafter referred to as the work
proceeds.Choice of Size and Design.—Plans of boats of all kinds can be found in Dixon Kemp’s
Manual of Yacht and Boat Sailing, or in back numbers of Yachting Monthly. The former book is in
many Public Reference Libraries, to which there is free access, and contains much useful and
interesting information.Another useful book of reference (now, unfortunately, out of print), is
Linton Hope’s “Small Boat Construction.”Ashcroft boats have been built from 4 foot models to 3
ton cabin sloops. The system is economical, well adapted for single-handed work and involves
no expensive tools or plant.The boat I have elected to describe building is a 10 ft. long stem-
dinghy, and photo B and those on cover and flyleaf are taken from one I have just built, showing



the finished boat.Whatever boat you decide to build you should get plans giving particulars as in
those hereinafter shown.Length of Time.—If one has one’s ordinary work in the daytime, I
estimate that to build a boat takes an amateur about six months of spare time to do the job
comfortably. I like to begin in October, start planking before Christmas, and finish the boat about
Whitsun—one of the most absorbing, enjoyable and healthy winter jobs I know. But try and get a
congenial mate to work with you if you can—even if he knows no more about the work than you
do. It is a great solace, halves any difficulties you may encounter, and doubles your pleasure.
Also you will thereby help to spread the gospel of amateur boatbuilding.Warnings.—Beware of
undue haste. It is so easy to spoil the boat for a ha’porth of trouble—or for the sake of a few
pence. Be as careful then as you can throughout. The two things to ensure in building the boat
are:—(1) To keep to the right shape. To effect this after your moulds are cut correctly according
to your plan, the whole of the framing must be fixed and kept rigid, horizontal and vertical, and
the keelson stringers and gunwales kept touching the moulds until the planking is finished.(2) To
make it watertight. Take special care by luting, marine glue, careful nailing, etc., as explained
later, to keep water out wherever it would be likely to get into the boat or into the wood.Material.
—This to some extent depends on what you can afford to spend. The materials for this boat cost
me about £12. The planking, for instance, can be of either teak or spruce—to take two extremes.
In ordering your planking, you could ask for alternative estimates and then judge. So much
depends on the means and intentions of the builder. The spruce planking will, however, make a
thoroughly good boat provided the timber is well seasoned, sound and free from knots and
shakes, and provided you keep your boat well painted, varnished and tarred. I have used it in
three boats.All the other parts must be of hardwood, though there is considerable choice even
here.Before driving a nail or putting a screw into hardwood, you must first drill a hole of the
proper size as already said. When you buy copper nails the ironmonger will know the right size
of drill, i.e., one slightly smaller than the nail. If you do not drill you either split the wood or ruin a
copper nail or brass screw.POSITION FOR BUILDING.—A small boat like this is usually set up
and built bottom upwards, as the illustrations show, until the planking is finished, and that is the
method of building I am proposing to describe. It is easier for amateurs.After planking is finished
and the keel fitted the boat is carefully removed from the stocks and turned over carefully and
the breast hook and quarter knees fitted. Lashings can then be removed and the moulds
knocked out, and you can handle the boat with impunity thereafter, while putting on bilge rails,
rubbing strakes, thwarts, gunwale capping, bottom boards and generally finishing off. The stocks
and moulds are no longer required, and the boat can safely be put anyhow, anywhere.
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Johannes N. Theron, “Good. Rare to find book, this is written in old-fashioned language yet is a
great reference from the originator of the Ashcroft technique.”

The book by Matthew Kelly has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 4 people have provided feedback.
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